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A simple set and just three characters, belies the challenge that the writer, Ross Barrett, has set himself. In the stress of 

a hospital ward, Dave (who is facing terminal illness) and Sol (a young bloke with a mangled knee) spar, and not just 

verbally. Nurse Sarah sometimes manages to keep the peace. All three characters are seemingly very different, but 

everything is not quite as it seems. The human condition is skilfully laid bare and the play weaves a journey from iso-

lation towards peace and perhaps a little more understanding of our human condition. It may not be the Fringe event to 

get you into party mode, but it is a very worthwhile and professional piece of fringe theatre. 

Final Word: Teleoscopic. 

Clayton Werner 
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As the lights come up, we’re looking inside a hospital; old Dave lays on one bed, reading the paper. Nurse Sarah 

wheels young wheelchair-bound Sol in – he’s received some serious knee damage as a result of an accident in his 

truck, and howls in pain as he tries to make it into his bed. In Sarah’s absence, the two men bond – before Dave’s 

needling enrages Sol to physical rage, and the inevitable crumpling on the floor. 

This opening scene sets the pattern for Final Round; the three players rarely work as a trio, but the two pairings in-

volving Dave provide the meat of the play. His constant antagonism of the flammable Sol; his unreciprocated flirta-

tion with Sarah. It’s odd that, of all the characters, Dave is the character most guarded in his background: Sol is an 

open book, Sarah freely provides her background as texture and contrast, but Dave is pointedly evasive when it 

comes to his past. 

As the play progresses, more and more of Dave’s life – and affliction – is revealed; sometimes through the interplay 

of the principals, and sometimes using the invisible Algie as a plot-advancing foil. But that’s where some of the 

problems with Final Round lie: Algie is undeveloped and underused and, ultimately, pointless; some of the dialogue 

also fails to ring true. The bit of babble about sex at the end of the first scene felt horribly out of place, and there 

seems to be an inclination for the two men to attribute their failings to their tumultuous childhoods – a blunt and con-

trived cop-out. 

Cassandra Kane was brilliant as the Nurse – she’s got the gift of sublime comedic timing (there’s a perfectly 

weighted pause when she judges Sol’s pain “…a six”) and some of the best lines: “you’re just… coping”. The cast-

ing of Michael Baldwin as Dave was nigh-on perfect; he lends an acerbic dignity to the role. Nathan Porteus’ Sol, on 

the other hand, doesn’t work quite so well; sure, he’s got the teetering-on-the-brink-of-rage thing down pat, but I’m 

not convinced of the rest of his range. 

The premise of the hospital as a microcosm of society was interesting, if under-explored, and the inevitable Happy 

Ending wasn’t as cringeworthy as it could have been. The drama was broken up with dollops of humour (Dave’s 

bottomless bedside locker providing much of the humour), helping make Final Round a competent bit of Fringe 

Theatre. 
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The discomfort of male bonding forms the central theme of Ross Barrett’s Final Round, and despite performing  

the majority of the play from the comfort of two hospital beds co-leads Nathan Porteus and Michael Baldwin  

manage to demonstrate both the physical and emotional discomfort of the experience with a convincing blend of  

drama and humour. 

 

Angry truck-driver Sol, portrayed broodingly by Porteus with sporadic explosions of aggression, arrives in  

hospital after a road accident leaves him with a badly injured knee. In the neighbouring bed is Dave, an eccentric  

ex-journalist who takes delight in needling his new companion to the point that Nurse Sarah (played with spunk  

by Cassandra Kane) must intervene to prevent a full-blown fist-fight.  

 

Watching the hesitant relationship develop between the two very different men forced together by circumstance is  

engaging and provokes a number of chuckles throughout the piece, as the two men attempt to open themselves to  

one another and their mutual confidant Sarah. Baldwin as Dave delivers his prolix dialogue with quirk and charm  

(with a tone reminiscent at times of Geoffrey Rush) and only the occasional forgivable stumble over Barrett’s often 

 protracted writing. Kane’s intermissions as the fiery but forgiving nurse who gives as good as she gets provide a  

welcome feminine perspective on the awkward male bonding experience. 

 

Director Martin Christmas makes effective use of the minimal space at intimate venue Jah’z Lounge (which seats  

around 50 people), employing a minimalistic set of two plain hospital beds and two bedside tables and placing the  

audience effectively in the position of adjacent beds in the ward. This feeling of watching and listening as a fellow  

patient within the hospital is enhanced by the constantly present metronomic beeping of a heart rate monitor, later  

revealed to be the only sign of life from the oft referred-to (but always unseen) third patient, Algie, in the next bed.  

Christmas’ extensive directing experience is evident as his cast maintains a rapid pace of delivery, with the only  

real drop in momentum occurring during the scene changes (which could perhaps be affected more efficiently).  

 

Unfortunately due to the layout of the building Jah’z Lounge also suffers from an influx of street noise from the  

cafe downstairs, although it is a testament to the cast that the music and revelry from below is unable to distract  

from this story of two mismatched men begrudgingly sharing their weaknesses and testing each others’ strengths.  

The climax of the play, as their deepest wounds are reopened, touches upon issues that are possibly too complex to  

explore satisfactorily in a one-hour performance; however Barrett’s script manages to effectively weave these  

darker issues into a sufficient (if not particularly reflective) conclusion that does not leave the audience needing more. 

 

Overall Final Round is an enjoyable peek into “secret men’s business” that will entertain both men and women  

alike. Whilst Barrett’s lyrical writing will appeal to the older literary crowd Nathan Porteus’ energy and humour  

will engage a younger adult audience in a play that has something for everyone, and just enough of it for an  

entertaining night out. 



screenidolatry wrote: 

this was an engaging play with a well paced script. both actors were in their element.  

the depth and warmth of the play were the hilight - the difficulty of the story arc was navigated with charm.  

and the nurese; very cute and funny. 

 

 
 

 

navel wrote: 

English is my 2nd language. Though I can only understand 65% in verbal, but the actors indeed touched my heart, 

especially when Dave crying for a "true understanding." It deeply reflected to my work experience in hospice. A 

man stay on bed is not only a patient, but also need to be a true person, need to be a host in a new novel. 

 
 

Logos wrote: 

The cast work together very well to bring this story alive. Although it doesn't seem to really be resolved at the end. 

Still very worthwhile seeing. 

 
 

Noddy wrote: 

Watched this play 18 Feb, A most interesting story about 2 blokes in hospital in adjacent beds- one a young man 

injured in a road accident - a very angry young man Sol, the other an elderly chap Dave, we learn is having special 

treatment . These two patients quarrel - then make up, they reveal their troubled childhood to each other. They cause 

Nurse Sarah much frustration with their antics in the ward. A most enjoyable piece of theatre. Very well acted.  

Take a cushion! 

 
 

Mia wrote: 

The Fringe isn't all about comedy and laughter; it's also a chance for actors and directors to present us with questions 

and ideas. This play does that. Jahz Bar is transformed into a hospital room and the intimate setting works well to 

draw you into this snapshot of two strangers, thrown together by ill health, who have to make the most of it. This is 

an example of the more conventional theatre you will find in the festival. With a good script and strong perform-

ances, this 3-hander is solid. 

 

Comments from Audience Members 

The flags below the comments represent the reviewer’s assessment of the play (5 flags is the maximum) 


